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Abstract

The fast loss electron proton instability
and theoretically. It is shown that electron
fast beam loss.

1 Introduction

National Laboratory

is studied both experimentally
rnulti-pactoring is required for

Very fast, high frequency, transverse instabilities have been observed in the Los
Alamos PSR[l, 2, 3] and the AGS 1300ster[4]. Thee-folding times ( N 10 turns)
require a transverse resistance or order 5MQ/m which is significantly larger than
can be accounted for by the impedance budget. Additionally, the frequency of the

instability depends strongly on beam parameters like beam intensity and betatron
tune which implies a broad band impedance. Other observations, detailed below,

also argue against an impedance driven phenomena.

An alternate instability mechanism is the interaction between the proton beam
and electrostatically trapped electrons [l, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10]. In the PSR and
AGS Booster this e-p instability can. result in losing more than half th~ebeam in
a few tens of microseconds. A less violent form of the ep instability was used to

explain emitt ante growth in the ISR[ 10] and other machines have reported possible

ep candidates. However, the PSR and AGS Booster are unique with the instability

causing large losses in a short time.

2 Data from the AGS Booster

Instability studies in the AGS Booster were performed in 1998 and 1’999. Data

were taken with bunched beam using the normal magnet cycle and wit h coasting
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Table 1: machine Parameters during study.
parameter value

circumference 2rR = 202m

kinetic energy 200MeV

frequency spread +730 Hz

nominal betatron tunes Q.= 4.87Qy = 4.95
beam pipe radius b = 5cm

injected beam radius Z 3cm
nominal chromaticity Q;= –37 Q: = –1

sextuples off Q;= –7.5,Q; = –2.6
rf voltage Ov

linac RF frequency 200 MHZ

injected pulse length 200 to 450ps

revolution period 1207ns

beam and a magnetic field fixed at the injection value. The coasting beam data
will be discussed.

Table 1 summarizes the machine parameters. The data consisted of current trans-

former traces which measured the tot al beam current, and wall current monitor

traces which measure the AC longitudinal component. Also, horizontal and verti-

cal split can capacitive beam position monitors (BPMs) were used to measure high
frequency signals. The data from the BPMs were sampled at lGHz. The relative
path lengths were measured to within Ins and sum and difference signals were ob-

tained. Various processing techniques were applied to the BPM signals. Evidence
of a violent instability with nominal values of tune and chromaticity and with in-

tensit y just above the threshold value is shown in Figure 1. The beam current

shows a rapid loss beginning after the rise of the narrow band signal. The narrow

band signal was obtained by applying a numerical filter to the vertical difference

BPM signal. Recursive equations were used to reduce memory requirements.

F.+1 = (COS(L2T)Fn– sin(fi~)G.) e – a~ + S. (1)

Gn+l = (sin(ti~)F. + COS(LV)G.) e - aT (2)

P.+l = e –
T/To

P. + G; (3)

In equations (1), (2), and (3) S. are the input data, ~ = Ins is the sampling
interval, w, = i- is the center frequency, a is the half width at half power

bandwidth, and To is an additional smoothing time on the output signal Pm.

The center frequency and bandwidth were obtained by examining Figure 2, which

shows the evolution of the spectral amplitude of the vertical difference signal.
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Figure 1: Beam current in amps and transverse power density measured using a
capacitive BPM with bandpass between 75.6 and 76MHz and smooth~ed over 1

turn.
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Figure 2: Spectral amplitude of vertical difference signal. The individual FFTs

used ten turns of data ( 12ps between traces).



During the rise time of the instability the narrow band data are reasonably well fit-
ted by an exponential with a 5.7,us e-folding time. Using the formula for transverse
growth rates of a cold coasting beam,

Im(fl) =
@peak~e(zL )

47rE@fl ‘
(4). .

an e-folding time of 2 x 5.7 = 11.4ps implies Re(Zl) = 5.4 Mfl/m. Note that
including frequency spread will increase the necessary impedance. Also? since many

unstable lines are apparent in Figure 2 any driving impedance must be broad band
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With @y = 0.69 one expects transverse space charge to greatly dominate any other

broad band impedance.
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shows the beam current and two narrow band signals. The vertical difference
signai centered at 73MHz rises first, fOiiOwed by the vert icai sum signai. During
the rise the vertical difference grows faster than exponentially. The instantaneous
growth rate of the vertical signal, defined via d log P/dt, pealw at 350/ms. Using
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Figure 3: Beam current in amps, P using vertical difference BPM centered at
73MHz, and P using vertical sum BPM centered at 1.5MHz. Both are smoothed



with r. = 1.2ps.
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Figure 4: Spectral amplitude of vertical sum (cross hatched) and difference (smooth
line) signals. The individual FFTs used ten turns of data ( 12ps between traces).

The vertical line is at 73.3MHz. The nearest vertical peak shifts down by O.ll~,ev =

90kHz during the instability.

The setpoint tunes were Q= = 4.75, QV = 4.95 and the sextuples had zero current.
The dependence of the instability threshold on tune was studied and it was found

that these conditions had the largest threshold current. In particular, a smaller
vertical tune did not increase the threshold. Figure 4 shows the evolution of the
vertical sum and difference spectral amplitudes. There are several unstable lines

implying that any driving impedance is broad band. l?rom the figure it is also clear
that the frequency of the peaks in the vertical difference spectrum shift down as
the instability progresses. The shift is by 90kHz corresponding to a betatron tune

shift of 0.1 which is very large given that the sextuples were off. Additionally, it
is difficult to imagine how such a strcmg impedance could be benign during normal

operations. In the next section the coasting beam theory of the e-p instability is

outlined and applied to these data.

3 Coasting Beam Model

The coasting beam theory in the linear limit with no electron multipactor has
been carefully explored [5, 6, 7, 8]. The model involves a coasting beam which traps



particles of opposite sign in its electrostatic potential well. Some early work focused
on electron beams trapping protons but the equations have good symmetry and
are easily modified to the relevant case. There are several variables.

Let O denote machine azimuth, x be the horizontal coordinate, and y the vertical.

Assume the proton and electron beams have a uniform charge density and are
round with radius a. Only transverse dipole motion is considered, since these

modes are the most dangerous [7, 8]. Let the proton beam have current 1 and
Lorentz factor ~. The line charge density of the protons is then & = 1/TJ. Take the

fractional neutralization to be ~, so that the line charge density of the electrons
is –~AP. Assume the instability is vertical and take i&(19,t) and ~e(6, t) to be the

centroids of the proton and electron beams, respectively. Assume a round, perfectly

conducting vacuum chamber of radius b. The y component of the electric field due
to the protons is

Ap
Ep(z, y) = — ( (Y -G) (Y - b2/%J ) (5)

27rco max((y – UP)’ + z’, a’) – (y – b2/&)2 + x’ “

The proton beam also creates a magnetic field B. = –PEP(z, y)/c. The electrons
create a y component of electric field,

-fAp
Ee(z, y) = ~ ( (Y -~e) (Y - b2/ge) ) (6)

max((y – ~e)’ + x’, a’) – (y – b2/~e)2 + X2 “

The electrons are non-relativistic and create negligible magnetic field. The vertical

force on a proton is given by FP = e[EP(c, y)/~2 + E,(z, y)] while the force on an

electron is F, = –e[&(z, y) + E.(z, y)]

Analytically solving the Vlasov equation with the non-linear force terms in equa-
tions (5) and (6) is intractable. Linearizing the equations one finds EP(z, y) =

(&/2na2cO)[y - ~P(l - a2/b2)] and Ee(x, y) = (-f&/2ra2eO)[y - ~e(l - a2/b2)].
For a non-round pipe there are additional geometrical factors associated with the
quadruple fields generated by a centered beam[7] but these are small and will be
ignored.

Before considering the the general case assume that there is no frequency spread.

The moment equations close [5] so only the average values of the coherent fields

are relevant. The average force on a proton is given by

The average force on an electron is

(eAp a’ a’
Fe(e, t) = –

)
‘jj (o,~) – [Jp(o,t) – Je(o,t)] – f~ge(”,i) ,

2xa2eo b2 p



Seting ~ = Y(d, t) and applying the force laws give:

‘p=(~+woa’Yp = ‘W$yp + Fp(e,‘)/?mP (7)

()

(92
Ye = Y. = l:.(O, t)/m..

‘%
(8)

Setting Y. E O in (7) and Y, s O in (8) yields electron and proton frequencies of

and
eAP

()

a2
W;= U;— —2 —--f .ha eoymp ~2b2

Define the coupling frequencies

and

(9)

(lo)

With these definitions VP = –U~YP + ~~ye and ~e = --~~ye + %yp. The equations

are linear wit h constant coefficients. Barring double roots, any unstable solution
is a linear combination of [7]

Of course the frequencies are the same with nw” – (u:. + hp) = U. + d~~e.

Assume 6WP<< UP and 6w. << W. then

‘2WpC$W~Y~= fl~Ye, ‘2Ue~weye = ‘~yp

Solving for Jwp yields

(13)

(14)



where AU = nwo — Wp — we. For unstable conditions ]C$We] = IJwP] and the ratio of

proton to electron amplitudes is given by

$‘E=E (15)

Since IALJ] < wO/2 for some n the beam will be unstable if the second term under
the square root in the equation (14) is greater than w~/16. Substituting this condi-

tion in (Is) gives ~P - woi,/w, << i,. Hence, the electrons will reach the beam pipe
radius before the proton beam gains a significant amplitude. If the electrons are
lost at the walls the instability will stop and a slight increase in proton emittance
will be observed, as in the ISR[1O]. The instability seen in the AGS Booster and

PSR is much more violent so there must be some mechanism to replace electrons
which hit the walls.

An electron striking the beam pipe leads to secondary emission which can cause an

electron cascade and beam loss. A key parameter is the kinetic energy the electron
has when it strikes the wall. This is easily estimated by assuming an electron grazes

the wall on one oscillation and hits it on the next. If only one side of the vacuum
chamber is involved the electron velocity on impact is given by

(16)

where WI = ~nz(~w,). Assuming Au = O, the electron kinetic energy when striking

the wall is

Jfm. w,
KE, = 2rm.b2w,wz = nm.(w.b)2 ——

~mp wp’
(17)

where the second equality neglects image terms. The largest growth rate seen in

the AGS Booster gives WI = 175/ms. With w,/27r = 80MHz and b = 5cm the first
expression for the electron kinetic energy gives KE. = 7.8eV. This is a small kinetic
energy and does not lead to a secondary emission yield greater than 1. However,

the validity of the coasting beam dispersion relations is an open issue. Suppose for
the moment that the electron cloud uniformly fills the pipe. The proton beam will

suffer a frequency shift of

(18)

Setting this to the observed shift of 27r x 90kHz gives f x 4. Setting f = 4 in
the second expression of equation (17) results in KEe x 4keV. Clearly, the theory

is of limited value. Including frequency spreads will not help beyond the Landau

damping threshold, so understanding multi-pactoring requires a non-linear theory.



A theory with multi-pactoring maybe obtained by letting idwp -+ d/di in equations
(13).

x, = -.i-!?ij~e,
P

f12
X, = iAwXe + i~Xp,

e

(19)

(20)

where XP and Xe are the slowly varying parts of YP and Ye, respectively. These

equations can be obtained by setting Y = X(t) exp(in[9 –L@] +itiPt) in the coupled..
oscillator equations and neglecting the X terms. lVhen multipactoring is included,

equations (19) and (20) must be supplemented by the conditions that IX,, I < b and
the frequencies become time dependent due to variation in the fractional neutral-
ization ~. In particular, AU will change with ~ due to the presence of the image

term in (9). Suppose equations (19) and (2o) are evolved until [X. I = b -– e, where
c is a small numerical factor. Let Xe ~ Xeb/ \X~ [ to limit the electron amplitude.
To get the electron velocity when striking the wall use equation (20) to obtain
wl = ReaZ(.~e/Xe). If WI > 0, which is not always the case for \Xel > h — e, use
equation (16) to get the electron kinetic energy, Ek. The change in f with respect
to time depends on the secondary emission yield, s~~{(~k) via,

f = f; (SEY(-3C)- 1)- w)> (21)

where the factor Ue/27r implies that electrons hit the wall on every oscillation after

mult ipactoring occurs, and the term D(f) is present since when f 21 tlhe mutual

electrostatic repulsion of the electrons expels them frc~m the vacuum chamber[l 1].
In the numerical work I simply set f –~ 1 when the updated value was greater than
1. The SEY depends on the chamber material and on the incidence angle of the
electrons [11]. Bellows and sharp transitions in pipe radius yield enhanced values
of SEY. Additionally, if the electrons hit both vacuum chamber walls equation

(16) overestimates l?~ by a factor of 2! and w. ~ 2w, in equation (21). Therefore,
any specific numerical results are of limited value.

Some general trends in the simulations of the AGS Booster have been olbserved.

●

●

●

The system is usually unstable if SEY >1 the first time it is callecl. In some

cases, a first value of SEY = 0.8 results in unstable behavior after a few

microseconds.

The shift in Aw with f does not cause the sys tern to stabilize after multi-

pactoring begins.

The image terms can reduce E,~ by a factor of 2 below the value obtained

ignoring images.
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During instability, while ~ is increasing, the growth in [XP [ is roughly linear
with time.

For peak SEY * 2 and f XO. 1 initially, the characteristic time from the onset

of multipactoring to IXP[ = b is of order ten microseconds. (For numerical
simulations I set XP(0) = O and X,(O) N b/10.)

Reducing the peak value of SEY increased the threshold value of j.

Increasing the energy at which SEY peaks increases the threshold value of

f.

Conclusions

Instabilities observed in coasting beam data exhibit transverse growth rates *

100/ms. Assuming normal instabilities, broad band resistive components of order

5 a 10Mfl/m are implied. When viewed in terms of the linear coasting beam
electron proton instability the observed growth rates are too small. Adding mul-
tipactoring and limiting the electron amplitude to remain within the beam pipe

yield a theory in reasonable agreement with the data.

This work has benefited from discussions with Thomas Roser and Y.Y. Lee.
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